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Ifl asked what am I doing here? the answer shoul
that I am here to recount the experience o
a condensed matter scientist teaching frontier chemical physics at a so called "Undergraduate
Institution with �7% Minorities" But should one distinguish undergraduate from graduate
ability, minority from non-minority ability to do frontier science that shall benefit everyone? I
hope to convince you the answer is no; the title of my address was borrowed from Pope John
Paul's recent best seller in order to have the courage to do the job. This attitude is probably no
different from anyone else in this room but the flavor is about the experience of students, I have
mentored at SJSU, U.C. Berkeley, Stanford University and the Cavendish Laboratory at
Cambridge University. But, one should not distinguish among students, B.S./MS./Ph.D.
postdoctoral, male/female, minority/non-minority, nativefnnmigrant and/or young/old.

Ideally I see scientists as ordinary people who are not afraid of appearances. They
search for the truth; present the facts and are not afraid of work or of prejudice.

About myself:

Many years ago as a graduate student at the University of Minnesota I was put to the test drilling
concrete (tf this was the price to do science I did it); I constructed the first ESR spectrometer at
the institution and mentored fellow graduate students. The drilling of concrete was a funny story
recounted for decades at Minnesota, but the sad story that my first discovery and interpretation
+
of the V2 ESR in MgO was not taken seriously; that my advisor had to tell the Hutchison Group
in Chicago to search the same magnetic field region that I had and, that Willie Low published the
work before we did was not. I felt sorry for those who had done wrong in my naive eyes. I
learnedfrom this experience to try to get ahead with new ideas, to avoid competition with so
called giants. My work could not be that bad if the famous had stooped to use the results of a
naive but nevertheless honestfemalenlispanic graduate student/

About Mentoring:

As a freshly minted Ph.D. and postdoctor in biophysiscs I mentored the daughter of Stanford
Professor, a high school student whom I taught not to be afraid of dissolving alkali metals in
ethanol nor of the explosions she created when she threw alkali metals in the sink; Frances
Krauskopf today is a Professor of Neurosurgery at Stanford. She has not been afraid to speak
out against her department but I can only claim the "be not afraid of any kind of explosions" part
of her training. I did a second postdoctoral at U.C. Berkeley in theoretical physical chemistry;
again I was asked to mentor female graduate students. Three months at Cambridge University,
two days visit to Manfred Eigen's laboratory in ffi>ttingen and two weeks with P.O. Lowdin at
Upsala in 1960 allowed for an evaluation of my ideas. An offer from SJSU was accepted after the
insecurity of two postdoctors; I went with a purpose:

=> The good Lord has given each of us an ability with an obligation to exercise it.

With full respect for the students' ability to learn by reason or passion one must:
•be not afraid of their complaints when the work gets hard,
•be not afraid to tell them one way or another how to move ahead,
•be not afraid to do frontier research at an Undergraduate Institution, and
•be not afraid to compete at a time when only giants are funded, i.e.,
++expect not to be judged immediately, but by long term results alone.
Male/female, minority/non-minority students are attracted to the

type

of respect I offer. The

percentage of female/minorities amongst my students has been higher that the institutions �7%
but not the recent typical science classroom distribution. Some who have liked the taste of my
education/research philosophy are: A black woman, Barbara Walten is Professor at the
University of Michigan. A veiled muslim, Rosalinda Itbnin is Professor at U.Malasia. I also had
working in my laboratory a Mexican full of joy I had met at meetings inHawaii, at Helsingor,
Maria Eugenia Lopez, she was Professor at the U. Aut6noma de Mexico until love interfered,
but I am hoping that she will continue to offer what she has to give to science, to education. I
also told Barbara Walters that she would be a token black working at several State University
Campuses with only an M.S from SJSU, the Ph.D. was easy once she reaJiz.ed she had the ability.
Ex-students who have obtained recent Ph.D.'s were all women Deborah Gilbert at Cornell,
Linda Marquez at U.C. Berkeley and Catherine Weaver at Princeton, i.e., the training at a so
called "Undergraduate Institution" prepared them to go out and do what was necessary to
succeed. Perhaps you may now accept the equal importance of undergraduate versus graduate
education/research. I noticed Donald M. Ginsburg dedicated his volume on "The Physical
Properties of High Temperature Superconductors IV" to his first physics teacher, Mildred S.
Dresselhaus. Millie is an excellent teacher because of her involvement in frontier science and
frontier problems at the APS. It was from her that I learned at the New York January APS
meeting during the early 1970's about this section. I am also indebted to one who asked me to
attend that meeting: Jean Fetter, a former professor of Physics at SJSU who went on to be Dean
of Admissions at Stanford University and helped pick their new President, to whom she is a
valuable assistant.

I must end with a caveat, nothing I have said is really new. We could be described today in a
verse written by a XVIl Century Mexican Nun, who read the Classics, Astronomy and Newton's
Principia in her CelVAcademy, at the Convent of San Jer6nimo, Mexico:
En dos partes dividida
tengo el alma en confusi6n:
Una esclava a la pasi6n,
y otra, a la raz6n medida.

translates to

Sor Juana

In two parts divided
my soul is in confusion
One a slave to passion,
and the other to reason measured.

Ines de la Cruz
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